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Summarv

Wc present a method that permits to inter standardize three sources of acoustic data delivered by
several di Ifcrcnt acoustics devices in order to monitor the behaviour of pelagic fish schools. We
use an omnidirectional multi-beam sonar (32 beams/23.75 kHz), a lateral multi-beam scanning
sonar (60 beams/455 kHz) onboard a research vessel and a portable echo sounder (129 kHz)
onboard a small craft. The method is presented in two parts. The first deals with the multi-beam
acoustic sonar (lateral and omnidirectional) and the second with the portable echo sounder and the
orrmidirecuonal sonar. We record the same schools using the portable echo sounder and the
omnidirectional sonar; then we do the Same experiment with the lateral sonar and the
omnidirectional onc. The echo characteristics of the omnidirectional sonar data are compared with
the two other sources of acoustic data. The preliminary "behavioural database" of fish schools is
obtained by gathering the information from the three complementary devices. For each school we
measure the depth, size. two and three dimension morphology, acoustic characteristics and the
swimming behaviour characteristics (swimming speed and pattern). The potential output of such
database for fisheries research is discussed through preliminary results.

I. Introduction

The development of direct observation of fish
resources by acoustic methods leads the scientist to
use different acoustic devices such as vertical
echosounder (VES), lateral multi-beam sonar
(MBS) and long-range omnidirectional sonar
(LOS). Each device is complementary for the study
of fish schools: the YES give a precise acoustic
information, thc MSS provides with the
morphology in three dimensions and the LOS the
displacement according to the transducer location.
Apart the acoustic calibration procedure, which is
well documented for the cchosoundcr (Footc,
1987); has been described recently for a MBS
(Gerlolto et al. 1999) and is under construction for
a LOS (Brehmcr and Gcrlotto, 200 I). there is a
need for standardisation of the data coming from
the different acoustic devices. This must be clone on
the biological data, le. the fish schools. This
standardIsation IS obtained through a series of in
situ observations of the same target (a school)
using the different acoustic devices. Each acoustic

instruments presents a set of characteristics. The
LOS presents a tong range (Iow frequency) and low
accuracy due to its long pulse duration (Sms at a
range of 800m) and its large beam width
(11.5°around the-3dB point). The variation of the
school position inside the beams. mobile target,
induce a great variability of the LOS school size
The YES presents a rather small range (limited by
the bottom depth) and a good accuracy (signal
analysis) in the vertical direction due to the vertical
beam. Its precision in the horizontal plan is low.
The MBS presents a very precise definition (high
frequency, short pulse duration) in the vertical plan.
Its range is limited (hrgh frequency) and Its
definition in the horizontal plan is similar to that of
the YES.

The paper presents the results of a series of
observations and measurements on a series of
schools in the tropical Atlantic Ocean.
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